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Irish Schematic Idioms 

 

Irish has a large inventory of V + N (+ Prep.) lexical units (schematic idioms) where the choice 

of verb and of the governing preposition depends on the semantic class of the noun:  

chuir sé iontas ar Sheán  ‘he surprised Seán’ (lit. ‘put he surprise on Seán’); 

chuir sé fuadar faoi Sheán  ‘he made Seán hurry’ (lit. ‘put he hurry under Seán’);  

thug sé aird ar Sheán  ‘he took notice of Seán’ (lit. ‘gave he notice on Seán’); 

thug sé aire do Sheán  ‘he took care of Seán’ (lit. ‘gave he care to Seán’).  

Substitution of verbs allows for paradigmatic correlation:  

tá imní ar Sheán   ‘Seán is worried’ (lit. ‘there-is worry on Seán’); 

chuir sé imní ar Sheán  ‘he made Seán worried’ (lit. ‘put he worry on Seán’);  

bhain sé imní de Sheán  ‘he reassured Seán’ (lit. ‘extracted he worry off Seán’).  

Periphrasis based on metaphor (mostly locative) seems to be a major way of conveying various 

meanings in Irish; there is a great number of schemes in which some slots are filled and others 

open only for a particular group of lexemes. These idioms appear to be highly schematized, 

cover large semantic areas and be the usual and quite often the only way of conveying a 

particular meaning. Moreover, they often perform functions characteristic of morphological 

means in other languages.  

The reason for the expansion of such schemes could be the restructuring of the Irish verbal 

system when the old opposition of dependent (after particles) and independent (in absolute 

position) forms of verbs (for example, do-gní (indep.) vs -dénai (dep.) ‘(he) does, makes’) was 

simplified in the Middle Irish period by building a more homogeneous paradigm on the basis of 

either the dependent form or the verbal noun (cf. Modern Irish déan ‘do, make’). One of the 

results of that was the demise of prefix verb derivation which could be made up for by the V + N 

(+ Prep.) schemes. 

 


